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3 inches from the faces and to surfaces allowing of one half inch joints at most; the joints for the remaining part of the stones not to exceed 2 inches in thickness at any point.
56.     All cut arrises to be true, well defined, and Arrises, sharp.
57.    Where this class of masonry  joins  with dimension  stone masonry the courses must correspond, and the joining with arches and other dimension stone masonry must be accurate and workmanlike.
Each course to be composed of two stretchers  Bond-a'nd one header alternately,  the stretchers not less than 3 feet long nor more than 7 feet long.
58.     The rise of the courses may vary from bot- course®. torn to top from 30 inches to 15 inches  in approximate vertical progression, and the width of bed of
the stretchers is not to be at any point less than the height nor less than 24 inches. The headers are not to be less than 4 feet in length.
This class of masonry, including the headers, is  M^s^tre" to be estimated at 30 inches thick throughout.   In no case are the tails of the headers to be estimated.
59.    The   coping  of  the  wing  walls will be  c°i)in£-classed as coping stone masonry.    -The surfaces will
be rough pointed to the circular forms given. The capping stones to the posts will be estimated as dimension stone with hammered surfaces.
60.     The prices herein stipulated for range and   rrices-broken ashlar stone masonry are to cover the cost of pointing, of cutting chisel drafts at all corners and angles in the work, and of preparing the rock faces;
but if any six-cut work is ordered in connection with this class of masonry it shall be paid for at the prices hereinafter stipulated for such work. Article Q, item (r).
61.     The face bond must not show  less than 12 inches lap unless otherwise permitted.
62.    The pointing of the faces of all masonry  Pointing, in the dam, gate-house, and wings to be thoroughly
done with neat Portland cement after the structures are completed, every joint to be raked out therefor to a depth of at least 2 inches, and if the engineer is satisfied that the pointing at any place is not properly done it must be taken out and done over again. The cement is to be mixed in small quantities and applied before its first setting.

